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Lexical Creativity & Word Formation: Suffixes 
for Vantage / Upper Intermediate (B2) Advanced (C1, C2) students 

 
Unlike prefixes, suffixes often alter the word class of the base they are added to. Unlike 
prefixes, they rarely have a distinct meaning of their own, but they do modify the meaning of 
the base. A change in stress sometimes occurs.  

Examples: –EN, –IFY, –ISE/IZE typically create verbs from adjectives: shorten, worsen, uglify, specialize/ise 
–LY typically creates adverbs from adjectives: beautiful+ly, happily 
–Y/-IE, –ISH  typically create adjectives from various kinds of words: tasty, smelly, grayish 

 
(This list is not comprehensive.)  
 
Use the sufixes below to create new words. Find suitable contexts/examples (dialogue or 
definition). You can combine them with the word formation resources of compounding and 
conversion, too. My own creation using affixation/derivation: From n. potato > adj. potatoey: a 
“potato” mental state, thick, unintelligent, obtuse, softlike, as in “I feel kinda potatoey today.” 
 
Verbs 
-IFY, -IZE/-ISE, -EN (>adj), -ATE: amplify, socialize, harden, activate, differentiate 
Adverbs 
-LY, -WARDS, -WAY(S), -WISE, -LIKE: speak beautifully, publicly (exc), walk southwards, 
move sideways, move clockwise, behave childlike 
Abstract Nouns 
(n, v) -ING, -AGE: carpeting, surfing, shortage, mileage  
(v) -AL, -TION, -MENT: refusal, sexploitation, confusion, enjoyment 
(n) -HOOD, -SHIP, -DOM, -OCRACY, -(E)RY, -ISM, -FUL, -ANCE/-ENCE: sisterhood, 
partnership, stardom, democracy, stationery, slavery, , surrealism, assistance, attendance, 
handful, spoonful 
(adj) –ITY, -NESS (adj): serenity, flexibility, toughness, closeness (being close to sb) 
Concrete Nouns 
-Y (diminutive and feminine; often, belittling): spicy, juicy, Suzie, Loey, Willy… 
-O (closeness, country-folk-like!…): kiddo, weirdo, wino 
(n, v) -ER/-OR: employer, villager, survivor 
(v) -ANT, -EE*: contestant, employee 
(n) -EER, -STER, -LET, -LING, -ETTE, -ESS: musketeer, hipster, gangster, piglet, booklet, 
earthling, usherette, actress 
Nouns/adjectives 
(n, adj) -(I)AN, -ITE, -ESE, -IST: Parisian, count/adj: Japanese, pedestrian, anarquist 
Adjectives 
(n) -Y, -OUS, -EN, -FUL, -ED, -IC**, -AL, -ISH, -LESS, -LIKE, -LY, -SOME, -ESQUE: 
sandy, mysterious, woolen (cf. woolly), wooden, hopeful, interested, poetic, loyal, financial, 
musical, reddish, freakish, motionless, childlike, friendly, bothersome, Romanesque 
(n, adj) –WORTHY: praiseworthy, trustworthy (dependable, reliable) 
(v) -IVE, -ABLE(Germ)/-IBLE(Latin), -ANT: active, responsible, portable, flippant 
 
Then, we have some other additions to words, like –phobia, as in technophobia, 
aracnophobia. Can you gather here any other (they might be seen as suffixes or clippings…)? 

                                                
* This suffix was hip so everybody created words with it. It’s funny because it can have a belittling sense or mouse-like 
squeak. Used when wanting to express that sb is a passive recipient of the action: biographee, muerderee. 
** Some –IC/-ICAL (1/4) with a difference in meaning: classic (merit acknowledged by all), classical (pertaining to the 
Classic period): A classic, classical music; economic (pertaining to Economy), economical (cheap); historic (famous), 
historical (pertaining to H.)… A good piece of work on this: http://icame.uib.no/ij25/gries.pdf 


